THE BRITANNIQUE 5*, Curio Collection by Hilton
Naples – CAMPANIA Region

Location
Naples is thousands colors…. this is what a popular song in Italy says. Naples is one of the largest and most
captivating art cities on the Mediterranean Sea. Capital of the Region of Campania, it is the third-largest
commune in Italy after Rome and Milan. The city dominates the Gulf of Naples, expanding from the Sorrentine
Peninsula to the volcanic area of the Phlegraean Fields. It offers an extremely evocative vista of not only the
imposing Vesuvian mount but also the three magnificent islands of Capri, Ischia and Procida – three jewels
that rise like Venus from the sea. Besides its gorgeous scenery, Naples owes its much-deserved fame to the
charm and intrigue of its historic center – a historic center that counts 2500 years of a fascinating existence,
and that was therefore added to the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1995. Naples is this and much more:
incredible food traditions (two of the most iconic Italian delicacies are from here: pasta and pizza), breathtaking scenaries and surroundings, warm hospitality, incredible monuments, museums and archeaological
sites.
Property
Britannique Hotel Naples, Curio Collection by Hilton is a sophisticated boutique hotel located in the heart of
fashionable Chiaia district. Nestled along the northern coast of Naples Bay, a castle and Posillipo hill, our hotel
boasts incredible views from every angle. Take a step inside our storied hotel and marvel at the burst of charm
and modern flair. From the moment you walk into our grand lobby, you’ll journey through the city’s intimate

antiquity. Each floor of our coveted hotel features different colors inspired by Naples stratigraphy. Some guest
rooms have artisanal artwork honoring the six myths of Naples.
Take comfort in beautifully decorated and colorful guest rooms that feature plush bedding, free WiFi access,
in-room coffee and tea – with several overlooking Naples Bay. Choose a suite for added features like a separate
living room, minibars, and residence-like amenities.
Start your morning over an exquisite international breakfast buffet at Le Paviillon, a gorgeous restaurant
encased in a glasshouse. Savor fine Italian dining from our rooftop restaurant, The Macphersons, or retreat to
The Niq Bar as the sun sets and enjoy floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking the water.
Built in 1870, the fully renovated hotel stays true to its original facade, while weaving in contemporary design
elements like a roof completely enclosed with windows. Treat yourself to our outdoor terrace and solarium,
fitness center, spa, and cigar room while you stay with us.
Rooms
Each of our 72 renovated guest rooms features views of the city, the hills, or the bay. Enjoy comfortable
amenities including an HDTV and soundproof windows.
Every guest room has one king-sized bed or two twin-sized beds, plus WiFi access, in-room coffeemakers, work
desk and fantastic views. In-room dining is available daily.
Price starting from: 250 euro per room per night with breakfast included
Amenities included:
 Free upgrade (upon availability)
 Welcome drink
 Special 10% discount on SPA treatments and restaurant
Special campaign expressively made for Travel Counsellors
Surroundings & Activities
Suggest your clients nice places to visit around and interesting activities to complete the offer.
Surroundings:
Pompei – 30km away
Sorrento – 50km away
Amalfi Coast – 60km away
Capri island – 1hr by ferry
Vesuvio volcano – 30km away
Activities
Discovering Pompeii and Pizza Secrets (small grp tour): 135 euro per pax
The Amalfitan dream (small grp tour): 126 euro per pax
Capri a la carte (small grp tour): 203 euro per pax
Discovering the Vesuvius (small grp tour): 86 euro per pax

Map & Accessibility
Our transfers: prices per car, one way
Night supplement 25% apply for services from 8pm to 7am
Closest airport: Naples, 20 mins away
Closest railway station: Napoli Centrale, 20 mins away
By sedan (max 2 pax with bags): 55 euro
Minivan (max 6 pax with bags): 70 euro

